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The need for students involvement in
decision-making in schools is becoming
increasingly important in many countries
as one way of enhancing democratic
practice in schools. For democracy to take
root in schools, there is need for structures
that enhance the process. This book is
based on a study that explored student
voice in decision-making process in a
secondary school in Kenya. It is set against
a background of a requirement by the
Government that schools involve students
in decisionmaking processes. The study
was an ethnographic case study, where data
were collected using interviews, focus
group discussions and observations. The
findings suggest that teachers use prefects
and the student council as structures
through which students participate in
decision-making processes. Nevertheless,
teachers retain the prerogative to make the
final decisions either as a group or
individually after getting views from
students. With its detailed coverage of the
research process and levels of student
participation in decision-making processes,
this book is suitable for researchers,
postgraduate students and anyone else who
intends to interrogate issues of student
voice in school leadership.
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The Significance of Students: Can Increasing Student Voice in encouraging significant ways to include student
voice in our public schools. This report reminds us that Brison Harvey, Social Studies teacher & former Student
Member of the Board, . and principals to make the case that students . decision-making process [in order to] know how I
can best help students succeed.18. Students as Partners - Prichard Committee Appendix A: Quaglia School Voice
Grade 6-12 Student Survey . As is the case with School Voice, this report depended on trusted collaboration. The.
Quaglia Institute We have learned that a process that honors the voices of .. entrusted with decision making authority
make judgments based on an incomplete picture. Student voice-by-numbers - UEL Mar 29, 2013 The term Student
Voice describes how students give their input to creative thinking required to participate in a decision-making school
Students can see how their feedback changes the trajectory of the course and curriculum design process. A
Project-Based Case Study: Sammamish High School. Student voice in school reform: A case study of - ProQuest
Search Students Living Through Change Beth Rubin, Elena Silva In particular, calls for student voice in the inquiry,
planning and decision-making processes of reform In a study of Californias school restructuring initiative,4 Judith
Warren Little In most cases, the report states, the organiza- tional structure described on Democratic possibilities for
student voice within schools - JCEPS tertiary education environment students may well expect a greater say in how
inclusion of student voice in decision making and governance in Australian universities. It and trial systemic processes
by which this may be achieved. Including Student Voice Edutopia Student voice in school reform: A case study of
Madison High Schools and faculty into the policy decision-making, implementation, and review process? Student
Voice and School Governance: Distributing Leadership to - Google Books Result the views of our students in
order to inform our decision making process. Student Voice As A School Improvement Tool NYCC Case Study On
Graham Student Voice in School Building Leadership SoundOut School T his article examines research on a case
study of student voice between a secondary school (for pupils aged 1116) decision-making greater democracy for
learners fulfilling legal . school exclusion of young people from the processes. Critical Voices in School Reform:
Students Living Through Change - Google Books Result Drawing from counterpublic theory, it describes a case
study that illustrates the Keywords: student voice, counter-publics, reconstitution, school decision making, Their goal
was to make school decision makers more attentive to student voice. This paper investigates the process by which one
group of students acted Increasing Student Voice in Local Schools and Districts Edutopia May 12, 2017 In
Victorian schools, student voice is heard at individual schools through voice to affect or change the decision making
processes within school. 2015 VicSRC Recognition Award Winner Case Studies (docx - 935.47kb). Student Voice:
Empowerment, Engagement - Research Bank Home Student Voice is the final term that I wish to define at the outset
of this study. This case history documented the schools participation in a series of . included in educational
decision-making processes, whether those decisions concern what Case study: Student Voice as a School - Graham
School it describes a case study that illustrates the emergence of a student counterpublic make school decision makers
more attentive to student voice. This paper investigates the process by which one group of students acted within a
realm. Practices, tensions and ambiguities in the voices of learners: a case Feb 3, 2015 George Patmor conducted a
statewide survey of high school Students can learn about decision-making processes, collaboration, and Student voice:
a qualitative case study of - Rowan Digital Works The second part is a case study of a student voice project which
UEL has been . participate in decision making processes in school, university and colleges Student Voice in
Curriculum Change - Human Resource Rhode Street School student voice case study, July 2016 Page 1 influences
decision making that accelerates student progress and achievement. The plan Regular learning conversations built into
the OTJ process (numeracy leader). School Voice Report 2016 - Quaglia Institute Student Voice: Case study:
Student Voice as a School Improvement Tool the improvement plan was harnessing the views of students to inform our
decision making process. Students as Decision-Makers SoundOut School Consulting These two strands of research on student voice and on the learning education and democratic decision-making in schools has been the principle
objective. design process could be used to help improve the quality of school environments. currently working on a
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project called Build-a-School-Community Case Study. about student voice - University of Technology Sydney In fact,
this is rarely the case. Studies do exist that show the benefits of including students in change These studies support the
notion that when students are included in planning and decision making processes, change happens. In fact With the
End in Mind: Including Student Voice in School Reform - Google Books Result This paper focuses on an on-going
case study in a secondary school in the that student voice is an important factor in the educational process and, as such,
it is Many studies have explored the role of student voice in educational change in decision making (e.g. giving
learners more of a say in the financial decisions Research Brief - Department for Education Apr 10, 2007 local and
international case studies incorporating student voice active process in which learners connect new knowledge and
skills to existing education, including making decisions about what and how they learn and Student Voice Department of Education Student voice is not an additional process or requirement: it is a source of data within
Student progress and achievement is enhanced when schools make deliberate use of student voice to inform their
decision making. This rubric provides indicators for the collection, analysis, and use of student voice Case Studies +.
Student Voice and The Architecture of Change - Faculty of Education empowerment of students in the decision
making processes of schools (Mitra and . Empirical studies in student voice research (Mitra, 2001 MacBeath et al, 2003 .
And in this case, it is significant to remind ourselves that the obvious is. Apr 23, 2015 Students deserve a say in
running their schools and districts, and board members taught in social studies classes, not as something to be practiced.
is that students are heavily involved in the decision-making process, Democratic possibilities for student voice within
schools undergoing Mar 31, 2015 Students at the SoundOut Student Voice Summer Camp in Seattle, Washington To
cap the process, students explore some of the most frequently identified skills Unfortunately, many schools approach
student decision-making with a disregard for the In some cases, both approaches are incorporated.
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